
 

Welcome to SHAAP’s weekly media monitoring service: 28 October – 4 November 2021 

More mixed reactions to the new alcohol duty structure 
Published in BMJ, a new article argues that the freezing of duties will undermine alcohol tax reforms 

and encourage more alcohol consumption (BMJ, 28 October) (Subscription). While applauding the 

new system as fairer and healthier in its basic principle, Richard Piper, director of Alcohol Change UK 

argued that the freezing of duties was “yet another missed opportunity to significantly reduce the 

harm caused by alcohol and to cover the costs of that harm” (BMJ, 28 October) (Subscription). On 

comparing the new system to Scotland’s minimum unit pricing (MUP), Colin Powell from the 

University of Sheffield explained: “Making simple comparisons with minimum unit pricing is tricky. 

The new system is more effectively targeted because it links the duty payable on a product directly to 

the amount of alcohol it contains. However, it does not prevent the sale of cheap alcohol in the way 

that minimum unit pricing does, particularly not with the low rates of duty announced for cider under 

the new system” (BMJ, 28 October). Concerns were also raised at Westminster by Lord Brooke of 

Alverthorpe who urged the Government to take the lead on alcohol prices rather than leave it up to 

the industry to decide whether they will reformulate their drinks (GB News, 2 November). He 

reminded the House of Lords that all evidence shows that consumption is influenced by price and 

that if alcohol prices go down, more people will end up in hospital and more will ultimately die (GB 

News, 2 November).  
While the UK drinks trade has mostly welcomed the alcohol duty overhaul (The Financial Times, 27 

October) (Subscription), the new system will leave craft beers and artisanal spirit makers at a 

disadvantage according to smaller businesses in the alcohol industry (The Guardian, 29 October). 

Alcohol duty will now increase with alcohol strength and draught beer will be offered a duty relief as 

part of the new plan, however: “Craft brewers said unusual but much-loved styles such as imperial 

stouts or double IPAs might become economically unviable under plans to levy a higher rate of tax on 

beers above 8.5% alcohol by volume (ABV).” (The Guardian, 29 October). This story was covered in 

The Telegraph, The Southern Daily Echo, Get Surrey and The Grocer.  

See more reactions in our Views/Opinions section.  

The new alcohol duty system might not apply in NI 
The director of the Institute for Fiscal Studies (IFS) David Phillips has pointed out that the structure 

of alcohol taxes in Northern Ireland (NI) must still conform to EU rules, despite the Chancellor’s 

alcohol duty overhaul (BBC News, 29 October). EU excise rules, which set a minimum rate tax for 

alcoholic drinking but allow member states to apply tax at a rate higher than the minimum, continue 

to apply to NI. This means that wine and cider cannot be taxed in proportion to their alcohol 

strength whereas beers and spirits can. According to the treasury document on the reform: “The 

government will continue to discuss the application of these reforms to Northern Ireland with the EU 

during the consultation period of the review.” (BBC News, 29 October). 
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Liver disease is up 30% since the pandemic 

Hospital admissions for liver disease at the Beaumont Hospital in Ireland have shown an increase in 

30% over the past 18 month since the start of the first lockdown (The Irish Times, 3 November). 

Professor John Ryan, a consultant at the hospital’s hepatology unit, called the disease “a silent killer” 

because “the majority will not even know they have the condition.” (The Irish Times, 3 November). 

Professor Ryan also explained that the blood samples used by GPs to test liver function do not 

always show abnormal liver function and that once diagnosed, cirrhosis was irreversible. The 

lockdowns, which saw people self-medicate with alcohol at home, could be the cause for the 

observed rise in liver disease but Professor Ryan is hopeful that the introduction of minimum unit 

pricing in January will help reduce the levels of alcohol intake (The Irish Times, 3 November).  

The Government offers winter support, including addiction services, for rough sleepers 

The Department for Levelling Up, Housing and Communities and the Department of Health and 

Social Care have announced an extra £66 million in funding for safe and warm accommodation for 

rough sleepers this winter as well as extra help including counselling, rehab and detox services (Drink 

and Drugs News, 2 November). It was announced in the Autumn Budget that a further £640 million 

will be invested annually over the next three years. Care minister Gillian Keegan explained: “This 

additional funding will not only help those personally fighting drug and alcohol addiction, but it will 

also benefit their friends, families and the communities who are also impacted by the consequences 

of substance misuse.” (Drink and Drugs News, 2 November). This story was covered in Politics and 

News Medical. You can read the press release here.  

Drinkaware wipes users’ drink tally in relaunch 

Drinkaware, a charity funded by the alcohol industry, has come under fire as it relaunched its 

popular lifestyle app and, in the process, deleted the drinking history of its users along with red-flag 

warning of harmful consumption (The Guardian, 31 October). The launch has had more than 600,000 

downloads since its launch in 2014 and many were quick to express their displeasure with the loss of 

past consumption data through online reviews, with one user asking: “Why did you update the app 

with no warning and lose all my data? Some of us really rely on that data as a means of keeping 

track and empowering ourselves not to drink.” (The Guardian, 31 October). Other users also ditched 

the app due to the removal of its ‘cost of drinking’ feature, which offered monthly comparison of 

alcohol intake.  

New online game helps teens make better drinking choices 

A new game co-created by Leeds City Council, NHS Leeds CCG and Forward Leeds, the city’s alcohol 

and drug service, has launched to help teenagers make safer choices around alcohol (Forward Leeds, 

1 November). ‘Decide the Night’ invites users to take part in five different drinking scenarios with 

the desired outcome being a fun night out with friends. After selecting their drink, users go on a 

night out with friends but bad choices lead to the night being cut short and the player being kicked 

out of the game (Forward Leeds, 1 November). Play the game here.  

COP26 visitors are warned of £500 fine for drinking in the streets 

Scottish Community & Activist Legal Project (SCALP), a collective of social and environmental justice 

activists, have issued a warning to visitors in Glasgow about a 25-year-old Glaswegian law that 

prohibits drinking in public spaces. SCALP wrote on twitter: “Visitors to COP in Glasgow - be aware 

that drinking in public, or carrying an open container of alcohol, is forbidden by byelaw almost 

everywhere in the Glasgow city boundary. The penalty is a £500 fine!” (Daily Record, 2 November).  
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Call for alcohol ban during Wales’ rugby matches 

After witnessing “frightening” levels of drinking at the Principality Stadium during the Wales vs. All 

Blacks game, the chief executive of a Cardiff-based recovery centre has called for a ban on alcohol 

during rugby matches (Nation, 2 November). Commenting on the behaviour he observed during the 

£75-a-ticket game, he described: “They [spectators who were drinking alcohol] were getting more 

and more drunk during the game, and they showed no respect for the players or anyone else who 

was trying to watch the game.” (Nation, 2 November). This story was covered in Wales Online.  

Spanish bars are running out of British alcohol 
Espirituosos de España, the body representing all of Spain’s makers and distributors of spirits, has 

warned that bars in Spain are running out of whisky, gin and other British alcoholic drinks (The 

Herald, 30 October). Bar owners are spiking prices on popular UK brands and rushing to purchase 

remaining stock, but many worry that the ‘perfect storm’ of Brexit and Covid could leave the country 

without gin & tonics and whisky-sodas (The Herald, 30 October).  

 

Celebrity News 

Broadcaster Jim White celebrated 10 years of continuous sobriety as he opened up about his past 

battle with alcohol (The Scottish Sun, 29 October). Talking about his experience, Mr. White 

explained: "I carried on [drinking] and made life difficult for me and people around me. So find the 

stop button and you’ll see how much life improves. My life improved from the moment I made that 

decision. Speak to people, don’t pick up the first drink.” (The Scottish Sun, 29 October). Matthew 

Perry, who played Chandler in popular TV show ‘Friends’, will discuss his decade-long battle with 

addiction issues, including addiction to alcohol in a new memoir, with a deal reported to be in the 

seven figure range (The Independent, 29 October).  

 

 

Views/ Comments  

Scotland must keep up pioneering role with bold policies on health 
By Jon Roden. The Scotsman, 4 November. 

“Scotland has been a pioneer in public health, leading the way in recent years by introducing bold 

policies. We were the first country in the UK to ban smoking in enclosed public places and the first in 

the world to introduce a minimum unit price for alcohol.” 

With You responds to the 2021 Budget and Spending Review 

We are with you, 28 October.  
“Yesterday the Chancellor announced the result of the 2021 Spending Review alongside the Autumn 

Budget Statement. The Budget and Spending Review sets out the government’s fiscal priorities, with 

far reaching implications for our mental health, drug and alcohol treatment as well as young persons 

services. 

British Liver Trust welcomes the Budget 
The British Liver Trust, 27 October. 
“The British Liver Trust welcomes the Chancellor’s Budget announcement of £2.3bn over the next 

three years for 100 community diagnostic centres across England, helping patients access earlier 

diagnostic tests closer to home and the announcement of a new alcohol duty system.” 
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Collective Voice responds to the 2021 Spending Review 
Collective Voices, October 2021. 
“People experiencing drug or alcohol addiction have been badly let down by years of government 

disinterest and cuts to treatment and recovery budgets. The consequences are stark. Deaths from 

drug or alcohol-related causes are at record levels, and there are alarming rises in substance misuse 

by young people.” 

Autumn Budget 2021: What just happened to alcohol duty? 
By Aveek Bhattacharya. Social Market Foundation, 29 October.  

“Yesterday, the Chancellor announced the "most radical simplification of alcohol duties for over 140 

years” at the Autumn Budget. Whether it matches up to the SMF's recommendations - laid out in our 

2019 report, Pour Decisions - is worth examining.” 

Alcohol duty reform doesn’t yet deliver for distillers says Scotch Whisky chief 

By Karen Betts. The Courier, 3 November. 

“The idea to reform the UK’s outdated system of alcohol taxation started at a distillery in Speyside in 

November 2019.” 

The jury’s out on just how ‘fair’ Sunak’s duty reforms will prove to be 

By Drink Business Staff. The Drink Business, 1 November. 

The Chancellor’s planned reform of excise duties leaves inconsistencies and anomalies, despite his 

assertion that they will be based on common sense and even handedness. 

Cheers Rishi, but alcohol taxes are still a long way from rational 
By Christopher Snowdon. CAPX, 2 November. 

“It was a pleasant surprise to be quoted by the Chancellor when he presented his Budget last week. 

In 2017, I wrote a short paper for the IEA titled A Rational Approach to Alcohol Taxation (pdf) in 

which I said that the way we tax booze in Britain ‘defies common sense’.” 

Women have been overlooked in the history of alcohol. This author set out to change that 
By Jacqui Palumbo. CNN, 28 October. 
“The cosmo, the appletini, a glass of rosé -- these are the cloyingly sweet and pastel-colored 

beverages stereotypically associated with women. In a culture where feminine drinks are seen as 

lesser and wine moms and party girls are relentlessly judged, author Mallory O'Meara has set out to 

topple double standards.” 

Shedding the stigma of female addiction 

By Catherine Healy. 31 October, Business Post. 

“Many women who have alcohol or substance problems also face a lack of social support, but 

academics and addicts agree that these moral judgments have no place in a modern, progressive 

society: instead, there should be a greater focus on building up women’s ‘recovery capital’.” 

Drink spiking: why so little is still known about this horrifying trend 
By Lata Gautam. The Conversation, 28 October. 
“The reopening of clubs and pubs has been accompanied by alarming reports of drink spiking – 

deliberately adding alcohol or drugs to someone’s drink without their knowledge.” 

Girls Night In to end spiking 

By Louise Wilson. Holyrood, 1 November. 

“Fifteen years ago, a group of kids at my school won a regional enterprise competition for creating 
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an anti-spiking device.  The ‘Proper Stopper’ was a reusable foam bottle stopper, carried on a 

keyring, that would prevent anyone surreptitiously slipping something into your drink.” 

‘A fast-tracked connection’: Why Georgette chooses to date sober 

By Larissa Ham. The Age, 3 November. 

“Want to strike up a decent online match without your beer (or wine) goggles potentially running 

interference? When it comes to post-lockdown dating, a growing number of single people want to 

keep the sober meet-and-greets rolling.” 

Why voluntary nutrition labels for alcoholic drinks won’t work 

By Richard Horwell. Food Manufacture, 1 November. 

A voluntary e-label scheme has been developed by European wine and spirits trade bodies Comité 

Européen des Entreprises Vins and Spirits Europe enabling wine and spirit producers to communicate 

nutritional, calorie and allergen information via QR codes on bottles. Richard Horwell- owner of 

Brand Relations- is sceptical.  

Supporting people accessing drug and alcohol treatment for the first time 
By Rosalyn Hewitt. We are with you, 28 October. 
“It takes a lot of courage to ask for help. We designed our new Conversation Tool to make that first 

conversation as easy as possible.” 

ICYMI: Craft Beer Faces a Gender and Race Reckoning 

By Beth Demmon. Civil Eats, 19 October.  

“An industry that has long touted its equity and progressive values is finally being forced to address 

its ‘white dudes with beards’ problem.” 

 

Blogs 

Has MUP in Scotland reduced alcohol-related crime in the first 21 months? Reflections on 

an evaluation 

https://www.ias.org.uk/2021/11/04/has-mup-in-scotland-reduced-alcohol-related-crime-

in-the-first-21-months-reflections-on-an-evaluation/ 
By Dr Carly Lightowlers and Lucy Bryant. A recent report suggested Scotland’s minimum unit pricing 

has done little to reduce alcohol-related crime. Dr Lightowlers and Ms Bryant look at the limitations 

of the study and show why it is so difficult to get to the bottom of the issue. 

(Institute of Alcohol Studies, 4 November) 

 ‘All change, but to what effect?’ Reflections on the Autumn 2021 Budget 

https://ahauk.org/all-change-but-to-what-effect-reflections-on-the-autumn-2021-budget/ 

By Habib Kadiri. The Autumn 2021 Budget hailed big changes in the world of alcohol policy, with the 

announcement of a revamp to the alcohol duty system. The Alcohol Health Alliance has long 

campaigned for the strongest products to pay the highest taxes and welcomed the principles 

outlined in the review that would help protect public health. Our response can be read here. In this 

blog, public health campaigner, Habib Kadiri, takes a closer look at the details of the plans and areas 

in which there may be room for improvement. 

(Alcohol Health Alliance, 28 October) 
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“I drank because I was socially awkward, then I got sober and discovered I’m autistic” 

https://www.addiction-ssa.org/i-drank-because-i-was-socially-awkward-then-i-got-sober-and-

discovered-im-autistic/ 

By Chelsey Flood. Autism can have an enormous impact on alcohol use and recovery. In this blog, 

Chelsey Flood discusses her experiences of drinking and of 12 step support. She writes about the 

importance of providing recovery support that allows people with neurological differences to be 

comfortable and authentic to themselves.    

(Society for the Study of Addiction, 1 November) 

Supporting the publication of addiction research: the SSA talks to Dr Nat Wright 

https://www.addiction-ssa.org/supporting-the-publication-of-addiction-research-the-ssa-

talks-to-dr-nat-wright/ 
Dr Nat Wright, a member of the Opi-Assist Programme Steering Committee, talks to the SSA about 

the programme designed to help health professionals publish research and move the field of 

addictions forward in the UK. 

(Society for the Study of Addiction, 28 October) 

Moral Panic? Replace ‘moral’ and ‘panic’ with what? 

https://recoveryreview.blog/2021/10/31/moral-panic-replace-moral-and-panic-with-what/ 
By Jason Schwartz. “Sam Quinones’ recent Atlantic article about methamphetamines came up 

recently in a conversation with a couple of friends recently. I hadn’t read it, but one of the friends 

responded that it had elements of moral panic. This response was consistent with comments I had 

seen on Twitter. My impression was that moral panic has been a serious problem in the history of 

social responses to alcohol and drug problems AND that many of the Twitter commenters were 

probably insufficiently concerned about the re-emergence of methamphetamines and stimulants as 

major drugs of misuse.” 
(Recovery Review, 31 October) 

Phoenix Futures sends a message to COP26 – Recovery Is Possible 

https://www.phoenix-futures.org.uk/about-phoenix-futures/spotlight-on-

recovery/phoenix-news-and-views/phoenix-futures-sends-a-message-to-cop26-recovery-

is-possible/ 

By James Armstrong. As a carbon-neutral charity Phoenix want to send the message to the 

participants of COP26 that recovery is possible. 

(Phoenix Futures, 2 November) 

On the Shoulders of Giants: 2021 Updates 
http://www.williamwhitepapers.com/blog/2021/10/on-the-shoulders-of-giants-2021-

update.html 

By Bill White. “One legacy of living a long life is that you experience the progressive loss of people 

who have influenced your life.” 

((Selected Papers of William L. White, 28 October) 

ICYMI: Three Ways Alcohol Marketing Causes Harm and One Effective Solution 
https://movendi.ngo/blog/2021/10/22/three-ways-alcohol-marketing-causes-harm-and-one-

effective-solution/ 

By Maik Dünnbier. Alcohol marketing causes harm to children and youth. Alcohol marketing 

saturates society with alcohol, and perpetuates the harmful alcohol norm. And alcohol marketing 
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prevents evidence-based alcohol industry regulation. These are the three ways how alcohol 

marketing causes harm. In this blog post, Maik provides state of the art analysis of how exactly, 

using a concrete Heineken example, and the best available scientific evidence. And he explores the 

question of what can be done about it. There is a solution and it turns out most people support it. 

(Movendi, 22 October) 

 

Watch/Listen  

Alcohol Alert - October 2021 – IAS 
Budget sees big change to alcohol duty system; alcohol industry funded websites spread 

misinformation on cardiovascular risk; and has minimum unit pricing in Scotland affected alcohol-

related crime? (25 min, audio).  

Tipple tax - have women been paying more to drink? – BBC  
Sparkling wines are among the biggest sellers when it comes to alcoholic drinks, especially among 

women. Colletta Smith looks at the impact of the Chancellor's booze tax shake up (5 min, audio).  

"15% Of The Population Has An Alcohol Use Disorder" – The Anton Savage Show 
US President Joe Biden met the Pope yesterday. He made reference to his irish heritage that has 

divided public opinion and raised the issue of Ireland's relationship with alcohol. There was a strong 

reaction to Biden’s comments on line with some laughing at his Irish reference while others felt he 

was demeaning a growing issue of alcoholism in Ireland. To look at Ireland’s relationship with 

alcohol Anton spoke to Dr Sheila Gilheaney the CEO Alcohol Action Ireland (7 min, audio).  

Parental Problem Alcohol Use: Living and coping with a legacy of trauma. – Alcohol Action 

Ireland 
We know that at least 200,000 children in Ireland are currently living with the trauma of parental 

problem alcohol use and a further 400,000 adults are living with its legacy, sometimes playing out 

with difficulties with emotional, mental and physical health. Yet despite these large numbers this 

Adverse Childhood Experience remains a deeply hidden aspect of Ireland’s relationship with alcohol. 

There are many reasons for this including family dynamics, shame and the wider societal conflict 

between our image of Ireland as a country which identifies strongly with drinking yet knows there is 

a huge price to pay for our alcohol use (120 min, audio).  

Watch the trailer for Guyon Espiner's alcohol documentary, Proof 
Two years ago Guyon Espiner stopped drinking. Now, the award-winning journalist and podcast-

maker has made a documentary about New Zealand's drinking culture and the alcohol industry (2 

min, video).  

 

Research 

Long-term study suggests low or moderate drinkers do not live longer 
A new long-term study (doi: 10.1371/journal.pmed.1003819) conducted in Germany looked at 

whether low or moderate drinkers actually do live longer than people who abstain completely from 

alcohol (Medical Xpress, 2 November). “In the new study, researchers used data on a random sample 

of 4,028 German adults who had participated in a standardized interview conducted between 1996 

and 1997, when participants were 18 to 64 years old.” (Medical Xpress, 2 November). Researchers 
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then followed up by retrieving death certificates or vital status 20 years later as well as information 

on alcohol consumption. The findings did not support drinking alcohol for health reasons as they 

found that people in the general population who abstain from alcohol, and did not have other 

underlying health issues, do not necessarily have a shorter survival time than those who consume 

low or moderate amounts of alcohol. Adapted from Medical Xpress. This research was covered in The 

Daily Mail, The Times, Cosmos Magazine, News-Medical and The International Business Times. 

 

Students who exercise have less desire to drink 

A new study (doi: 10.1016/j.addbeh.2021.107071) has shown that students who exercise are less 

likely to crave alcohol and may even experience more positive feelings (The Conversation, 29 

October). Using the alcohol-screening questionnaire by the World Health Organisation (WHO), 

researchers identified 60 participants who classified as hazardous, harmful and addictive drinkers. 

Students were asked about their favourite alcohol in order to increase cravings before being split up 

into 3 groups: an exercise group, a colouring group and a passive group. The study showed that 

cravings for alcohol were significantly reduced in the exercise group and that anxiety was lowered 

and moods were more positive for both the exercise and colouring groups (doi: 

10.1016/j.addbeh.2021.107071). Adapted from The Conversation.  

One in ten people are affected by a loved one’s addiction 

A new survey by YouGov commissioned by Adfam, found that 5.5 million people in England and 

Wales are negatively affected by a loved one’s addiction to alcohol, drugs or gambling (Drink and 

Drug News, 2 November). Of those people, approximately 4 million reported being affected by 

somebody’s drinking, while many reported a loved one dealing with more than one issue. Reflecting 

on the findings, Vivienne Evans, chief executive of Adfam said: “We need to support people dealing 

with a drug, alcohol or gambling problem, but we should also address the mental, physical and 

financial toll it takes on their families and friends.” (DDN, 2 November).  

A population survey of alcohol consumption in Germany 
A new cross-sectional population survey of a representative sample of 11,331 adults in Germany was 

used to assess the prevalence of ever-drinking and hazardous drinking and investigate the factors 

associated with level of alcohol consumption (doi: 10.1016/j.addbeh.2021.107159). Findings showed 

that heavier levels of hazardous drinking were associated with being younger and male as well as 

having anxiety, while lower levels of alcohol consumption were associated with depression. The 

study also identified that prevalence of hazardous drinking was 19.4% among adults in Germany 

between 2018 and 2019 and suggested that certain groups may benefit from targeted alcohol 

reduction policies and support (doi: 10.1016/j.addbeh.2021.107159).  

Car crash deaths involving cannabis are more likely to involve alcohol 
Between 2000 and 2018, the number of car crashes involving cannabis have more than doubled, and 

people who died in crashes involving cannabis were 50% more likely to have alcohol in their system, 

according to new research published in the United States (doi: 10.2105/AJPH.2021.306466). While 

fatale car crashes involving alcohol have remained stable during the time period examined for this 

research, the percentage of fatalities involving cannabis and alcohol have increased from 4.8% 

(2000) to 10.3% (2018).  Speaking on the findings, Timothy Naimi, MD, a senior author of the study 

explained: “There has been progress in reducing deaths from alcohol-impaired driving, but our study 

suggests that cannabis involvement might be undercutting these public health efforts.” (Mirage, 30 

October). Adapted from Mirage.  
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Study identifies strategies for recovering alcoholics 

A recent study (doi: 10.1080/10410236.2021.1983339) by North Carolina State University has 

identified six strategies to help recovering alcoholics navigate social situations without picking up a 

drink (Science Daily, 1 November). Following in-depth interviews with 22 adults (all sober for 10+ 

years), the study identified the following strategies: accepting the stigma, evading responsibility for 

the stigma, reducing offensiveness of stigma, avoiding the stigma, denying the stigma, 

ignoring/displaying the stigma. Lyndsey Romo, corresponding author of the study explained: “We 

think our study is important because understanding and outlining these strategies for managing 

stigmas can help recovering alcoholics identify techniques for maintaining their sobriety and moving 

forward with their recovery.” (Science Direct, 1 November).  Adapted from Science Direct.  
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